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Abstract: In order to solve the problem of inaccurate setting of fuzzy data in the actual research
process, the method of fuzzy mathematics is adopted. The importance of fuzzification of data
variables is illustrated by using fuzziness. The definitions of fuzzy variables and time series of
fuzzy variables are given. The necessity of fuzzification of variables is illustrated by examples of
econometrics and data mining. The results show that many data in the study do have the
characteristics of fuzziness, and the application of time series of fuzzy variables is helpful for more
objective econometric models and time series mining. The introduction of time series of fuzzy
variables has certain reference value for econometrics and data mining.
1. Introduction
In scientific research, whether variable data needed by the model can be obtained correctly often
determines the reliability of the description of objective economic phenomena and the accuracy of
the prediction of future data. However, in practical research, some variables with fuzzy attributes
are often set incorrectly or even neglected, such as age, height, education, wealth etc., which are all
variables with fuzzy boundaries. It is often one-sided to use the method of setting variables in
general econometrics to set them. As a well prediction or evaluation cannot be achieved in this way,
a time series based on fuzzy sets for predicting has been proposed. In the mode, firstly, the intervals
of discourse domain and region are defined, and then the fuzzy sets and the fuzzy semantic
variables are defined on the basis of discourse domain, by which the historical data are fuzzified
and the categories of the fuzzy logical relations and the fuzzy logical relations are determined.
However, in such a model, a lot of calculation is needed to determine the fuzzy logic relationship.
When the fuzzy logic relationship is complex in the middle, the max-min operation will also take a
lot of calculation time. However, the influence of region interval of fuzzy sets on prediction
accuracy is not considered in this model. In addition, this model only gives fuzzy time series of
discrete data, which are difficult to apply to econometric models and data mining. [1]
In this paper, another method of fuzzification of economic variables, the method of fuzzy
variables, is proposed. This method is based on Zadeh’s theory of fuzzy sets, and the time series of
fuzzy variables obtained can be directly applied to econometric models. Thus, it overcome the
shortcoming that the method of fuzzy time series cannot be applied to econometric models. The
relationship between econometrics and fuzzy mathematics is linked by fuzzy variables, and the
problem of variable fuzzification in econometric models can be solved. The time series of fuzzy
variables obtained in this paper can also be applied to data mining and time series mining.
2. Definition of Time Series of Fuzzy Variables
Fuzzy variables are variables with fuzzy attributes, such as rapid economic development and
high degree of aging. Since most economic data have fuzzy attributes, they are typically time series
of fuzzy variables.
2.1 Definition of Fuzziness
Fuzzy variable data is variable data with fuzzy attributes in data. Since it has fuzzy attributes, it
is necessary to find a quantitative index to describe the degree of fuzziness of fuzzy variables. A
natural idea is that ordinary sets are not ambiguous and the number of indistinct degrees should be
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zero; for U < U, if A(u) 0.5, Ac(u) 0.5, then A is ambiguous and the number of indistinct degrees
should be 1; and because | A(u) - 0.5 |= | Ac 0.5 |, A and Ac should be equivalent. In addition, the
magnitude of the fuzziness of the marked fuzzy set A should also have some properties: the farther
away A (u) is from 0.5, the smaller its value is, and vice versa, the closer it is to 0.5, the larger its
value is. This is ambiguity. The definition of ambiguity is an axiomatic definition, which cannot be
directly applied to research. The following gives a computational ambiguity. [2]
2
If A∈ℱ (u), then L(A) = ∑ni=1|μA (ui ) − A0.5 (ui )| is defined as L-fuzziness of A, wherein
n
A0.5 (ui) is λ cut set of A and λ = 0.5. L-fuzziness can be used to measure the degree of fuzziness of
fuzzy variables.
2.2 Definition of Fuzzy Variable Time Series

Let auij represent the time series data of a variable in the period j, then
μA : U → [0,1], wherein μ is the membership function of fuzzy subset A, and μA (u) is the
membership degree of u to A.
Zj =

∑n
i=1 aui j ∙μA (ui )
∑n
i=1 au j

(1)

i

is called the fuzzy variable time series of the variable concerned in the period j, wherein
μ = 1,2 … n, ∑ni=1 auij is the sum of the variable data in the period j. [3]
The fuzzy variable time series Zj can be used as the explanatory variable or the explanatory
variable in the econometric model, and the fuzzy variable can be used to study the econometric
model. At the same time, it can be applied to data mining as well.
3. Classification of Fuzzy Variable Time Series
3.1 Discrete Fuzzy Variable Time Series
Firstly, if the fuzzy set A is discrete, the membership degree ofui to the fuzzy set A, μA (ui ) can
be obtained by setting the fuzzy set, and then the time series of fuzzy variables can be obtained by
formula (1). For example, in terms of the setting of the fuzzy variables of education level, people
concerned can be divided into graduates, undergraduates, junior college, senior high school and
vocational high school, junior high school and primary school. Setauij for the number of graduates
of different educational levels in the year j and ui for educational level. Among them, u1 is stands
for graduate student, u2 an undergraduate student, u3 is a junior college student, u4 a senior high
school student or a vocational middle school student, u5 a junior high school student, and u6 a
primary school student. They form a domainU, U = {u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 }. J stands for year, for the
fuzzy set high level of education, and μA (ui ) is the membership degree of the ui to A.The
membership degree of u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 to the fuzzy set A, i.e., high level of education can be thus
defined respectively. [4]
3.2 Continuous Fuzzy Variable Time Series

Although continuous time series of fuzzy variables are seldom used in practice and thus less
studied, it still has certain theoretical significance. When time j is continuous, then
x
∫x μA (ui ) ∙ auiy dy
zx = 0 x
∫x auiy dy
0
is defined as time series of continuous fuzzy variables, wherein x0≤x≤1.
4. Instantiation in Econometric Study
Traditional economic theory holds that there is a trend of co-change between consumption and
income. The relationship between consumption and income can be expressed by C=aY+b, in which
C is consumption, Y is income and a is marginal propensity to consume. Nowadays, with social
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development, education level may also play a certain role in promoting the consumption level.
People’s consumption concept will change in terms of what education they have received. Therefore,
it is necessary to include educational level into the consumption equation.[5]
However, education level is always expressed in vague words such as “high”, “low”, “relatively
high”. This indicated that it should be a vague variable. In some econometric studies, people’s
educational level is often represented by some simple proportions, such as the proportion of college
graduates to the total population of the country each year, and so on. Such a simple setting ignores
the human factors with other educational levels, so the obtained model is also impersonal. In this
paper, the fuzzy variable is used to set the level of culture and education for all, and use the time
series of the obtained fuzzy variable to get a more accurate consumption model.
If consumption level(CONSUME)is variable to be explained, income level (INCOME)and
education level (EDUCATION) explanatory variables, a logarithmic entry model is obtained
because of rapid development of both CONSUME and INCOME.
If the explanatory variable of educational level is set by the fuzzy variable time series obtained
above, the multiple regression model can be obtained by Eviews statistical software:
Ln CONSUME=0.66·lnINCOME+ 2.50·EDUCATION+ 13.22
The marginal propensity to consume is 0.66, which shows that when the logarithm of people's
income increases by 1%, the logarithm of consumption increases by 0.66%. The contribution of
education development level to consumption is 2.50. If education level increases by 1%, the
logarithm of consumption will increase by 2.50%. This shows that although the level of cultural and
educational development of the whole people is slow, its impact on people's consumption is still
very important. Improving the cultural quality of the whole society will inevitably lead to an
increase in consumption. [6]
If a simple proportion (such as the ratio of the number of university graduates to the total
population of the whole country) is used as the explanatory variable of the level of social cultural
and educational development, the following consumption model can be obtained:
Ln CONSUME=0.67·lnINCOME+ 0.011·EDUCATION + 13.88
Here, the contribution of education level to consumption is only 0.011, and the impact of
education development level on consumption is obviously underestimated.
4.1 Mining of Fuzzy Variable Time Series
A temporal database is a database consisting of sequence values or events that change over time.
Time series database is very common in practical applications, such as daily fluctuations in the
stock market, dynamic product processing, scientific experiments, medical treatment and so on.
However, time series with fuzzy attributes are relatively rare.
4.2 N-order moving average
By giving a set of values for the time series variable Y, i.e., (y 1 , y 2 …), the n-order moving
average is obtained:
y1 +y2+ y3 + ⋯ + yn y2 +y3+ y4 + ⋯ + yn+1 y3 +y4+ y4 + ⋯ + yn+2
,
,
…
n
n
n
Moving average can reduce the total amount of change in the data set. Therefore, replacing time
series with moving average can reduce undesirable fluctuations, so it is also called smoothing of
time series.[7]
Via calculation on the fuzzy variable time series of education level above, the 3rd-order moving
average can be obtained.
Summary
This paper has studied time series of data with fuzzy attributes and proposed a new method of
fuzzification of economic variables. Firstly, from the analysis of fuzziness, some data do have fuzzy
attributes and should be solved by using the method of fuzzy mathematics. Secondly, fuzzy variable
time series can be applied to econometrics to solve the problem of fuzzification of variable data,
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which can make the model more objective and reliable. Thirdly, fuzzy variable time series can also
be applied to data mining and get directly perceived results.
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